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,- Stat 1040, Fall 2007 
Midterm 2, November 6 

Show your work. The test is out of 100 points and you have 75 minutes, sO budget your time accordingly. 

1. A pet store has 16 fish in a tank: 7 males and 9 females. I buy 2 of the fish, selected at random. 

(a) (3 points) What is the chance that both of my fish are maJes?, 
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(b) (3 points) What is the chance that both of my fish are females? 
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(c) (3 points) What is the chance that one of my fish is male and the other is female? 
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(d) (3 points) What is the chance that neither of my fish are male? 

(e) (3 points) What is the chance-that at least one of my fish is male? 

\
2.	 (10 points) A simple random sample of 300 USU students spent an average of $28.75 last month on 

cell phone charges, with an SD of $18.86. Find a 95% confidence interval for the average amount all 

USU students spent on cell phone charges last month. 
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3.	 A sudoku website keeps track of how long it takes people to finish their puzzles. In a given week, 4 

million times are recorded. The average is 340 seconds, with an SD of 350 seconds. Only 35% of the 

times are smaller than the average. 

(a) (10 points) If I take a simple random sample of 900 of these 4 million times, what is the chance 

the average of the sample is more than 345 seconds? 
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(b) (10 points)	 What is the chance that more than 40% of the 900 times are smaller tnan the_ 
average? - - aMculer
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(c)	 (3 points) The 4 million times do not follow the normal curve. Does this make your answers to 

either part a) or part b) incorrect? Explain. 
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(d) (2 points) True or false: a histogram for the 900 sample times will follow the normal curve 

bec~use the number of draws is large. 
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4.	 A· nickel slot rna:; ine gives a winning spin 49% of the time, and each spin is independent of the" 

others. 

(a) (3 points)If I play 3 times, what is the chance that I lose all 5 times? 
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(b) (3 points)If I play 3 times, what is the chance that I win all 5 times? 
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(c)	 (3 points)If I play 3 times, what is the chance that I win at least once? 
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(d)	 (3 points)If I want to win at least 50% of the time, which is better for me:@spin~.• or 1000 

spins? lJJCU\t- 0_ 1a..r:sQ... /0 ru-ro"'" 
(e)	 (3 points)If I want to win at least ~8% of the time, which is better for me: 100 spins or@ 

spins? tAX;t..,,1- a.. SMo.lt <7 e.J'f'Cta 
(f) (3 points)Which is more likely: winning exactly 49 times out of 100 or winning exactly 490 

times out of 1000? ~"4-i"",es OtJ"of ICO (z.~t) C~t42. Q./'to,..} 
(g)	 (5 points)If I have lost the last 5 spins in a row, should I play one more nickel, because I'm "due 

for a win"? Or should I stop, because "my luck is cold"? Or is neither of these ideas correct? 
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5.	 (10 points) Providence City is holding elections today. Last week, a survey group took a simple 

random sample of 200 .Providence City voters and found that 141 of them planned to vote in today's 

election. Find a 95% confidence interval for the percentage of Providence City voters who planned' 

to vote in today's election. 
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6.	 Logan City has about 10 times as many residents as Providence City. In each case, whiCh is more 

accurate or are they about the same? (No explanation is required). 

(a) (3 points) A simple random sample of 5% of Logan residents and a simple random sample of
 

5% of Providence residents. ~ fll\0te_ r.:t,Cetvloi<
 
(b) (3 points) A simple random sample of 100 Logan residents and a simple random sample of 1000

~rovide~ residents. '(VIf)~ o..ceU...rcJe	 ---
(c) (3 points) A simple random sample of 100 Logan residents and a simple random sample of 100 

Providence residents. ~ e.... SCtMe- ' 

7.	 A pollster stands outside the polling station and asks people, as they leave, whether they voted for 

a particular initiative. Some of them refuse to answer, and the pollster just records information for
 

,those who answer..
 

(a) (1 points) Is this a simple random sam"pIe ofresidents?)tVo - onfj a..- SD.MfJfe..0!2 ~uet"\;~1Ce 
(b) (1 points) Is this a simple random sample of voters? j 
(c) (6 points) Give three different reasons why you would not trust the results of such a survey. 
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